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Part II

4. Exemptions available to Party upon request

Having considered and taking into account the spirit of CBDR principle, Thailand is of the view that the exemption provision should not be specified only for part II.3 provision, but also for other provisions, including Part II.1, II.2 and II.3 provisions upon request by any parties who has its own different circumstances and capabilities to fulfil such provisions right after entering into force of the instrument.

However, such request needed to be reviewed by a subsidiary body to determine whether it meets with reasonably sound proper, transparent, inclusive criterion or requirements as set out in annex [..], for example requirement for submission of its promised action plan and timeline to ensure its fully compliance with those provisions within a certain period, and to be approved/decided by the governing body as recommended by a subsidiary body.

In addition, Thailand highlights our strong support on the Part II.4bis provisions to be included in this instrument.